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Webinar Notes Week One  

!
!
In this short Blueprint I’m giving you the Three Neuro-Linguistic Programming 
(NLP) Techniques we covered in the webinar.  
 
These EASY to use techniques will give you more control over your thinking.!
 !!

THE SPINNING TECHNIQUE !!
• Think of a negative feeling that stops you moving forward. Close your eyes if 
it helps and imagine yourself in that situation, having that feeling!!
• Notice where the feeling starts and where it moves to. eg in your stomach 

and moving upwards towards your chest. !
• Imagine what colour that feeling would be…  !
• Then pull the feeling out of your body and see it spinning round in front of 
you and noticing what colour that feeling is.!!
• Then change the colour of that feeling to the opposite colour AND reverse 
the direction of the spinning. Imagine it spinning faster and faster in the 
opposite direction with the opposite colour.!!
• Next pull the spinning feeling back inside you and keep it spinning faster 

and faster in the opposite direction with the opposite colour as you think 
about the thing that was holding you back, spin it faster and faster.!



• Notice how different you feel with the opposite feeling, the opposite colour 
while you think about the thing that held you back.!!

• Stop and shake off the feeling and think of something different. !
• Then think about how great you would like to feel in that situation and 
imagine feeling that amazing in the situation in the future and spin that feeling 
faster. !
• Try as hard as you can to get the old feeling back instead of just noticing 
how different you feel now. !
• Repeat with two more similar issues.!
 
If you find yourself having that feeling again just take a moment to properly 
notice it, spin it and banish it  !
You can do this with any feeling that is having a negative effect on you… and 
now is the time to do it :) !!!!

QUIETENING YOUR INTERNAL MIND !!
The first thing to do is become aware that it is your internal dialogue and that 
you are making it! !
So take an Inventory: !
Is it louder on the left side or the right side?!
Is it softly spoken or a harsh tonality or somewhere in-between?!
Is it comforting or nagging?  
High pitched or low pitched?’!!
Now Lets take control: !
Speed up your internal dialogue faster and faster and notice how that makes 
you feel?  !
Raise the pitch higher and higher and notice how that makes you feel?!!



Quietening Your Internal Dialogue Exercises!
 
• Close your eyes and notice your internal dialogue or voice!
 
• Realise you have control by making the voice louder!
 
• Then make the voice quieter!
 
• When another voice comes in and says ‘well this is silly’ or ‘this doesn’t 
work’ make that voice quieter too, and so on…!
 
• You can visualise a dial or volume switch if you like and turn that down and 
imagine your internal dialogue (that after all you are just imagining anyway) is 
becoming quieter!
 
An alternative to quietening your internal dialogue is to change the tonality of 
it.  
 
• Close your eyes and notice your internal dialogue or voice  
 
• Move the voice to the end of your thumb on your outstretched arm 
 
• Change the voice in your mind so it sounds like Mickey Mouse. (this will 
make any critical internal dialogue (thinking) sound ridiculous, when it sounds 
silly it loses it’s power over you) !
Your internal dialogue is your thinking. Sometimes your critical internal 
dialogue can be like an over protective parent, it means well, but it can hold 
you back. Take control of your internal dialogue and think deliberately. 
Quieten or Mickey Mouse your internal dialogue and the feelings that hold 
you back will start to lessen or disappear completely.  
 
Then replace with an internal dialogue that is upbeat, positive, relaxed, happy 
or whatever is appropriate. !!!!

GETTING RID OF UNWANTED IMAGES IN YOUR MIND!!!
When my son was having difficultly sleeping because of a scary thoughts in 
his head I encouraged him to think of the thing that was scaring him and then 



make the picture go completely blank, totally white. Then I have him think of 
something that makes him feel happy!!
I have him do it again and again until he complains of not being able to get 
the scary image back again (normally 5 to 10 times) then he gently falls to 
sleep  !
White Out Technique: !
• Close your eyes and confront the image you want rid of, look at it in your 

minds eye  !
• Then imagine the whole image becomes so bright it is completely white (do 

this very fast) !
• Open your eyes and repeat steps 1 to 3 five times !
• Repeat once more and this time after you have turned the image white, 

picture a pleasant image in your minds eye, then open your eyes !
• Repeat step 4 until as hard as you try you can not get the unpleasant 

thought or image back !
• Repeat this simple technique next time you are having trouble clearing your 

mind. !
By practicing this you will improve and increase your ability to clear your mind 
naturally and easily.  
 !
We think with images and internal dialogue, these create the feelings we feel. 
Change the structure of your thinking and you change the feelings you feel. 
And when you change the way you feel, you change what you can do. !!
 !


